Basic treatment planning parameters for a 90Sr / 90Y source train used in endovascular brachytherapy.
Working groups of the AAPM, DGMP, and ESTRO have published recommendations for endovascular brachytherapy, introducing concepts of relevant parameters for dose specification and treatment planning. However, the procedures for this treatment remain often mainly based on trial protocols and manufacturer instructions. Treatment planning requires the essential knowledge of the radial and longitudinal dose distribution, as well as information about geometrical uncertainties. The present study includes a whole data set for daily clinical practice using a commercially available device for endovascular brachytherapy (Novoste Betacath). The dose distribution around the 90Sr seed train was calculated with Monte-Carlo algorithms and verified by film dosimetry. The radial dose profile was determined starting from the surface of the delivery catheter Calculated dose profiles were in good agreement to measured values. The geometrical uncertainties were estimated with a retrospective analysis of 51 patient treatments. This shows the importance of using a safety margin of at least 10 mm between Intervention Length and Reference Isodose Length. Based on the longitudinal dose profile and the necessary safety margins, the maximum treatable intervention length is 25 mm and 45 mm for a 40 mm and 60 mm source train, respectively.